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In 2013 China launched the new Silk Roads project, initially called the “Silk Road Economic Belt”, which included six main economic corridors (l)

**opinion - the competition between the new silk routes**
To gain an understanding as to the crest of the technological wave, Digital Journal caught up with EdgeQ

At first glance, the turquoise domes and gleaming surfaces of Samarkand’s Bibi Khanym Mosque represent everything a visitor, yearning to glimpse the history of this famous Silk Road city in Uzbekistan

**the controversy behind this silk road city’s ancient wonders**
CEO Vinay Ravuri. According to Ravuri: “5G will become an essential utility and assumed control of the 5g digital silk road
China’s signature Belt and Road Initiative is evolving in the pandemic. In this episode, witness how the Digital Silk Road is shaping ASEAN’s digital economy.

silk road 2.0: china in a post-pandemic world
As a year filled with many losses in Chicago’s theater community wound down, word came in late December that Gustavo Mellado, a founding ensemble member of Teatro Vista, had died at age 69. A

remembering gustavo mellado; silk road announces new paths
Days before the Iranian president’s visit to Russia and after his foreign minister’s trip to China, Tehran seems more interested in consolidating its eastward policy than the outcome of the soleimani’s road and the silk road

Gazing upon the resplendent tiling of Bibi Khanym Mosque's turquoise dome, it seems to deliver everything a visitor to the famous Silk Road city of Samarkand came to experience; grandeur, beauty,

restore, or erase? the controversy surrounding this silk road city
China’s Haier Group is striving to beef up its innovation capacity in science and technology to further cope with the challenge in digital age, according to Zhou Yunjie, chairman and CEO of Haier

xinhua silk road: haier group aims high in sci-tech innovation to embrace bright future in digital age
As their foreign ministers exchanged visits to deepen their partnership in the past year, Iran and China are now "facing a new horizon of cooperation," Iranian Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Saeed

interview: iran, china "facing a new horizon of cooperation," says iran's fm spokesman
During the pandemic era, China’s Health Silk Road (HSR), interlinked with the Digital Silk Road (DSR), has emerged as a vehicle for powering the nascent third phase of the BRI, which has retained its

**China’s Health Silk Road and the BRI Agenda in the Middle East**

XCMG Papua New Guinea (XCMG-PNG), the first Silk Road E-Commerce Station by XCMG (SZ:000425), is officially online to provide one-stop service experience for construction machinery customers and users.

**XCMG Launches First Silk Road E-Commerce Station, XCMG-PNG, Offering One-Stop Equipment Purchases in South Pacific Regions**

Beijing and Syrian representatives sign the official entry into the Belt and Road Initiative, as a means of strengthening and relaunching bilateral relations. China has sent one million anti-Covid vac

**Amid Fears and Hopes, Damascus Joins China on**

**The 'Silk Road**

Seraphim Energy Group Co., Ltd. (Seraphim), a leading global solar product manufacturer, has recently launched its new generation of products, the S5 series highly-efficient photovoltaic (PV) modules.

**Xinhua Silk Road: Seraphim Announces New S5 Series Highly-Efficient PV Modules**


**The One-Year Anniversary of the January 6 Riot & A History of the Silk Road**

A born at Expo concept, the cafe is located in the Mobility Pavilion, at EXPO 2020 Dubai, both managed and operated by the celebrated Media One Group. Of the initiative, Founder Jessica Queitsch says

**Where to Enjoy Dishes from the Silk Road at Expo 2020**

Amalgamated Bank cut its stake in Silk Road Medical,
Inc (NASDAQ:SILK) by 5.8% in the 3rd quarter, HoldingsChannel.com reports. The firm owned 6,034 shares of the company’s stock after selling 372.

**Amalgamated Bank lowers position in Silk Road Medical, Inc (NASDAQ:SILK)**
Beijing and New Delhi’s jostling for influence in Maldives cannot be separate from the island nation’s domestic political wrangling.

**The China-India Cold War in Maldives**
Much of my pre-pandemic go-to clothing feels unbearably uncomfortable and restricting, while the items I have spent the last two years wearing makes me look and feel frumpy. As I have been slowly

**I shop for a living, and I found the perfect silk button-down that will become your next wardrobe staple**
Paterson, New Jersey has a richer history than most people know, but not all of it is to be seen at its local museum.

**The Paterson Museum, New Jersey**
Chinese food and beverage giant Master Kong, also known as Tingyi Holding Corp., has recently won the Hong Kong Corporate Governance and Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) Excellence Award.

**Xinhua Silk Road: Master Kong wins 2021 Hong Kong Corporate Governance and ESG Excellence Award**
The digital silk road featured prominently in Chinese President Abhishek Mishra, associate fellow at the Observer Research Foundation in New Delhi, said the Senegal project was important.

**China promotes ‘digital silk road’ as solution to Africa’s data needs**
Ex-Girlfriend Of Silk Road Mastermind On Dating A Man Wanted By FBI "I think he knew he was going to get caught -- and end up being a martyr for his cause," says Julia Vie, the former girlfriend of
silk road
or even the Rhubarb Road,” says art historian Judith Lerner of the Institute for the Study of the Ancient World at New York University. Such was the variety of commodities—raw silk

a silk road renaissance
The week-long seminar consisted of expert speakers on the Silk Road old and new, as well as a practical workshop on incorporating China into existing curriculum in an engaging way, led by long-time

silk road connects the world
BEIJING, Dec. 30, 2021
/PRNewswire/ -- Jiading District in east China's Shanghai issued policies for promoting automobile industry development featuring electrification, automation, network

silk road medical to present at the 40th annual j.p. morgan healthcare conference
BEIJING, Jan. 4, 2022
/PRNewswire/ -- Chery Automobile has launched its first new energy vehicle (NEV) QQ Ice Cream recently, in light of which Wuhu City of east China's Anhui Province held a

xinhua silk road: chery's nev qq ice cream unveiled at a cultural festival in wuhu, anhui
Due to the sheer volume of stuff, shifting a train-load of containers to different gauge tracks, normally a two- or three-day process, now takes 10 days, said Jacky Yan, CEO of New Silk Road

the china-europe rail freight boom sidesteps shipping chaos but not
border disputes
The 2021-2022 ice and snow festival features more than 40 activities in five sections including the opening ceremony of the festival, the inauguration of a new high-speed railway, ice and snow

xinhua silk road: changbai mountain scenic area starts ice, snow festival
An effort to revive the old Silk Road could mean huge tourism potential market to cater to a higher number of tourists. Targeting new source markets and introducing attractive promotions

central asia’s new silk road offers vast tourism potential
The Silk Road initiative saw the establishment of the in the areas of nuclear energy, space satellite, new energy, free trade agreements, and financial cooperation. China’s investment

dubai chamber participates in the silk road international investment forum in hong kong
As the first high-standard large-scale global ceramic shopping promotion campaign held in Jingdezhen, the event comes with new year special offers, as well as interactive activities incorporating

xinhua silk road: 1st global ceramic shopping festival set to open in jingdezhen
BEIJING, Dec. 20, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Less than 50 days to the opening of the Beijing 2022 Winter Olympics, the Changbai Mountain scenic area has started its annual ice and snow festival recently.

xinhua silk road: changbai mountain scenic area starts ice, snow festival
BEIJING--China has never forced debt upon participants of its new Silk Road project as "prejudiced" critics have suggested, the country's top diplomat said on Saturday in a strongly worded defence

new silk road critics are ‘prejudiced,’ china’s top diplomat says
It may have inspired the ones who simply gave bitcoin away by the thousands. Whatever it was, it was something new. Classical economics says
exchange won’t happen unless both parties value what they

**bitcoin equals freedom**

BEIJING, Jan. 3, 2022
/PRNewswire/ -- Chery Automobile has launched its first new energy vehicle (NEV) QQ Ice Cream recently, in light of which Wuhu City of east China's Anhui Province held a

**xinhua silk road: chery's nev qq ice cream unveiled at a cultural festival in wuhu, anhui**

For this reason, the belt and road initiative has been nicknamed “the new silk road”. Under the initiative, China seeks to promote economic interconnectivity through two major means - by sea

**china's belt and road initiative: an agenda for ghana and world's development or trojan horse?**

Inc. (Nasdaq: SILK), a company focused on reducing the risk of stroke and its devastating impact, today announced the company will be participating in the upcoming 40th Annual J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference

**silk road medical to present at the 40th annual j.p. morgan healthcare conference**

In that case, the People’s Republic of China would like to better relations with each country on the route to integrate the railway into its Belt and Road Initiative. Though, demand might not

**symbolic or significant? the 4,000 mile freight railway between istanbul and pakistan**

BEIJING, Jan. 3, 2022
/PRNewswire/ -- Chery Automobile has launched its first new energy vehicle (NEV) QQ Ice Cream recently, in light of which Wuhu City of east China's Anhui Province held a

**xinhua silk road: chery's nev qq ice cream unveiled at a cultural festival in wuhu, anhui’**

BEIJING, Jan. 3, 2022 /CNW/ - - Chery Automobile has launched its first new energy vehicle (NEV) QQ Ice Cream
recently, in light of which Wuhu City of east China's Anhui Province held a cultural festival in Wuhu, Anhui.

Chery Automobile has launched its first new energy vehicle (NEV) QQ Ice Cream.

New Delhi, Dec 31: China's decision to launch an international project, without India, to restore grottoes - Buddhist caves hewn out of cliffs, often bearing intricate wall paintings - along the Silk Road.

The Silk Road Fund has inked 10 new projects which require an investment of $800 million. And the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank has established a COVID-19 contingency fund of $13 billion.

Georgia’s Datuna Sulikashvili is an in-demand ambassador of the new Georgian sense of style in Central Asia capturing the modern Silk Road zeitgeist. Fashion designer Dildora Kasimova boosts global sustainable development.